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Details of Visit:

Author: MrNaughty
Location 2: Pimlico
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 15 Nov 2014 1:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150.00
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07506176631

The Premises:

Very smart apartment, in upmarket block 5-10 minute walk from Pimlico tube. Easy to find and
access, safe area, all facilities nearby, including pubs, coffee shop, bookmakers, off licence, all you
need in the case of an early arrival!

The Lady:

Had met Kate once previously when she was operating from a serviced appt in Sth Ken back in
August.
Have attempted to repeat that pleasant experience but for various reasons was not able to until
now, as she was either unavailable due to travelling or very high demand!
Kate is a very horny, leggy, busty blonde, around 24 with all the right moves to make a visit a very
pleasurable experience! She has just started to offer a PSE if required in addition to her GFE, I went
for this option and was not disappointed!
Kate has a large array of dressing up gear, uniforms and so on and was dressed up in black
lingerie, stockings and suspenders with high heels exactly as my request,what's not to like!

The Story:

Arrived on time and Kate was ready to get started, no preamble with finding outfit/making up etc.
After settling her consultancy fee we got down to business. Kate was eager to get my cock out and
wasted no time, I was hard as soon as she had it in her capable hands and gave it a very
competent sucking! I decided to return the favour on her pussy as too much of this pleasure would
soon have me shooting too soon and I wanted to make the best of my 1 hour with this horny babe!

So went down on her lovely pussy, Kate seemed to be enjoying herself and getting quite wet,
making all the right noises! We then used her toy collection and she seemed to be enjoying having
her pussy pleasured with those as well!

Back to more oral from her, lots of spitting on my very hard cock, wanking and eye contact from her,
this was where the PSE bit kicked in proper, and after not very long I shot my load in her mouth/on
her face/in her hand!

I was done for after this, so no fucking, we'd been at it for abt 40 mins so I wasn't going to get hard
again and repeat the delivery within my allotted 1 hr. So sat and recovered, chatted for a bit, she
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showed me some of her "dressing up gear" and then bade my farewell.

I would definitely see Kate again, very horny girl, nice to talk to and gorgeous with it, no sense of
rush. Next time, hopefully as a pre Xmas treat, I will have her dress up in her "Schoolgirl outfit" and
book her for longer, see if a second instalment can be made! 
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